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ABSTRACT

This thesis is discussing the processes in development of a system that named as Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL). Without the detailed view of the network that a network analyzer provides, problems would take much longer to be resolved, and might make an incorrect diagnosis or break something that is functioning properly. Analyzing network is also a part of network monitoring. Without analyzing network traffic, network monitoring is useless. This system is developed to help to maintain the network environment, solve the problem in network monitoring and also to stable the network performance. This system is divided to four categories which have different function. First category is capturing data packet. This category can capture the TCP/UDP, ICMP packets and also others information such as size packet, time login, source port and so on. Second category is IP filter. This category can filter the IP address and resolve it. User can mark the name of the filter and can set incoming filter or outgoing filter. Third category is view real time. This category is divided to two type of real time that is bar meter and graph meter. Bar meter will show the send and received data and graph meter will show the download and upload data. Fourth category is graphical. This category will display the graphical output of the whole ping process. All the nodes based on their ping result will be displayed in a graphical manner. This category also can show the connection between computer and another computer on the network and administrator can know how many users still active or not.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) is a necessary for users want to know how the network operating situation and will possess functions to capture data packet and raw data packet. It's can display data in the packets, parses the modes of communication protocols and lastly shows other information of captured the packets. Every packet can shown the raw data packet. This system also will display the graphical output of the whole ping process. All the nodes based on their ping result will be displayed in a graphical manner. If a ping outcome for a particular node is active then it will be shown as green light. If a ping outcome for a particular node is not active then it will be shown as red light.

This project can be user's right hand as it provides many data for troubleshoot, it is also an application system to monitor network activities. In helping managing network environment, the systems are the best thing in analyzing packet and line conditions. This system, in scenery, is to read and parse the contents of packets transferred on network. It has many feature that help managing network environment. All the features are use help network administrator to manage of the network environment. To stable the performance, network monitoring should be monitor consistently, using one of the features that call network performance monitoring. This system will analyze all the
traffic that flow in the network environment. The graph, chart or information that related
will show the integrity of the network.

Although this may reduce the need for some types of monitoring, other types of
performance monitoring are not related to network bandwidth and are still required to
ensure that the IP network and its related services are available and perform within
acceptable limits. Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) is critical to maintaining
service levels. In real-time, can confirm that the network is operating correctly and
highlight small variations which, if left unchecked, could lead to more serious problems
at a later time. Without real-time network monitoring, some of these variations can be
missed and the first sign of the problem may be when an outage occurs. Longer-term
analysis of data packets is equally important to look for changes in traffic volumes or
connection rates. These can be used for capacity planning purposes to ensure that
sufficient bandwidth and system resources are readily available to support the network
services.

Methodology that been use is by using waterfall method. This method is very
easy to implement in developing software such as network analyzer. This method has
phased that suit in developing this project. It done step by step and all the phase must be
finish before proceeding to the other phase.

1.2 Problems Statement

In developing this project, have a lack of resource is the main problem. Most of
the source is refer from the internet and web base programming book’s to use in this
project. Research been done to the programming language in developing this project.
Anymore problem is get the concept how a coding to communicate with the network
environment.
Current network monitoring system is has a fully facilities for network administrator include with network traffic, network device monitoring, host monitoring; web monitoring, and many features are provided. It so complicated to build up the application like that even thought it is not suitable with the project scope.

1.3 Features

1.3.1 Monitor the protocols and packets

Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) work in about the same way, at least initially, the same basic information. The system runs on a host system. The system will monitor the packets and displays packet information on the monitored host's screen. The packets are TCP, UDP, and ICMP that packets either packet incoming or outgoing. Every packet can show the raw data packet when clicked at those packets.

1.3.2 Monitoring a bandwidth traffic rate.

Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) must have this feature. The bandwidth traffic is been summarize in a graph figure. This information is really a good help to the network administrator. By referring to the graph pattern the network administrator knows how to solve area with congested traffic problem. This show that the system is a useful system that helps to maintain the network environment. It shows how packet rate in the area where the network monitoring been installed. The system will capture the entire packet in the area and monitor it.
1.3.3 View the real time download/upload rate by graph.

This system can show rate the download speed and upload speed by graph.

1.3.4 Show the computer active or not on the graphical network.

This system can show the connection between computer and another computer on the network. It also will display the graphical output of the whole ping process. All the nodes based on their ping result will be displayed in a graphical manner. If a ping outcome for a particular node is active then it will be shown as green light. If a ping outcome for a particular node is not active then it will be shown as red light.

1.3.5 Find out the network identify

This feature can show how many users is still working or still using computer. It will discover the IP address, what platform and other specified information of the platform. Some times it important to know how many users still active. Typically, captured can shows at minimum the following fields: date; time (in milliseconds) that the packet was captured; source and destination IP addresses; source and destination port addresses; protocol type (network, transport, or application layer); and a summary of the captured data.
1.4 Project Objective

The objective of Network Traffic Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) is to gather network traffic data and to provide this information to a control location. The objective of developing this system is as stated as below:

- To analyze the existing monitoring tools.
  - Do the research about the problem and weakness of the current system such as Wireshark.

- To produce prototype systems.
  - Developed a system as a control location to analyze network traffic in LAN.

- To analyze on capturing packet protocol.
  - Developed a system that can capture TCP, UDP and ICMP protocol.

- To produce result in graph to help network administrator analyze the traffic behavior.
  - Developed the real time bar and graph meter to show the send/receive data and upload/download data.
1.5 Project Scope

The scopes of this project:

- This project is focused on LAN environment.
  - To analyze network traffic in a LAN.

- This project also can be used in any machine that uses Windows operating system.
  - Suitable not for network administrators only but even to the user of entire networks.

- This project just captures packet and displaying it using a graph or summary about the traffic.
  - A few organization, data are confidential property, even a network Administrator or other ordinary staff cannot see the data content. Using this system the privilege of the data is not been break.

- It also will be used to better understand the impact of network applications on the operation of networks.

- It will be used to provide background measurements of network performance which will be benefited to network administrator with the provision of network.
1.6  Project Significant

More important than the commands they will also learn strategies and procedures that can be used to search for performance problems. Armed with both the commands and the overall methodologies with which to use them, will understand the factors that are affecting network performance, and what can be done to optimize them so that the network performs at its best.

Although this project is helpful for users, it is particularly directed at new network administrators that are actively involved in keeping the network they depend on healthy, or trying to diagnose what has caused its performance to deteriorate. Network Analyzer in LAN (NTAL) is a few guidelines that can help network administrators avoid performance problems and maximize their overall effectiveness.

The network administrator should have a thorough understanding of the activities on the network before users are affected by a crisis. Without the detailed view of the network a network analyzer provides, problems would take much longer to be resolved, and you might make an incorrect diagnosis or break something that is functioning properly. Analyzing network is also a part of network monitoring. Without analyzing network traffic, network monitoring is useless.

1.7  Problem Solving

Every problem has a method to solve, so this paragraph will describe about the problem solving. With exist this project can solve the problem for administrator to monitor the network environments. This project has a function for network administrator capture the packets. The packets are TCP packet and UDP packet. In the packet too, have an IP header, checksum etc. One the function for analyze the bandwidth in
computer networking refers to the data rate supported by a network connection or interface. One most commonly expresses bandwidth in terms of bits per second (bps).

Bandwidth represents the capacity of the connection. The better the capacity, the more expected that better performance will follow, though overall performance also depends on other factors, such as latency. And each function also can analyze the network identify. This function for capture destination IP addresses; source and destination port addresses; protocol type (network, transport, or application layer); and a summary of the captured data. It is can show how many users is still working or still using computer.

1.8 Conclusion

In the continuing effort to provide more and better network monitoring, it seems that products have been developed to do everything but get the network monitoring. However with all of these systems, quickly diagnosing the cause of a problem remains a challenge because the systems lack integration. With high-speed technologies supporting switched network topologies, this haphazard approach to network monitoring is no longer acceptable. The only workable solution is the integration of application response time monitoring, system health monitoring, and network monitoring. With this integrated approach to end-to-end network visibility supported by unique software based architecture and intelligent agents in clients and servers, the network performance monitoring takes network monitor to a new level. Not only does the network performance monitoring help network managers quickly pinpoint problems, but it supports the resolution of those problems with systems for drilling down at each point in the process for the detailed views needed to put the customer’s monitoring systems to work.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

The intention of this chapter is to present a selected literature review, which is very important for the research. In this chapter, every project development includes discussion of the methodology used. In this study the methods is consist of the compatibility development process. This chapter also explains about the techniques and methods of development this project. For the development this project using any method, technique and systematic tools in the development phases to guarantee the quality of result product. A methodology is a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and documentation aids which helps system developers in their task of implementing a new information system. It consists of a set of phases, which consist of a set of sub phases. This guides the developers to the choice of techniques at various phases in the project and helps them to plan, manage, control and evaluate info systems project.

A Methodology and research method used are based on a few step there are requirement analysis, sofware and system design, implementation system, integration and testing system and operation and maintainace system. The main objectives of following a methodology is to make the development cycle as efficient as possible, to complete development within lowest possible cost keeping the highest quality, and to achieve the fastest turn-around. Another important objective is to make future